...TORNADO CONFIRMED NEAR MARYDEL IN KENT COUNTY DELAWARE...

LOCATION...MARYDEL IN KENT COUNTY DELAWARE
DATE...05/22/2014
ESTIMATED TIME...449PM EDT
MAXIMUM EF-SCALE RATING...EF1
ESTIMATED MAXIMUM WIND SPEED...105 MPH
MAXIMUM PATH WIDTH...50 YARDS
PATH LENGTH...0.35 MILES
BEGINNING LAT/LON...39.098N/-75.667W
ENDING LAT/LON...39.096N/-75.661W
FATALITIES...0
INJURIES...2

THE INFORMATION IN THIS STATEMENT IS PRELIMINARY AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE PENDING FINAL REVIEW OF THE EVENT(S) AND PUBLICATION IN NWS STORM DATA.

...SUMMARY...
THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MOUNT HOLLY NJ HAS CONFIRMED A TORNADO NEAR MARYDEL IN KENT COUNTY DELAWARE ON 05/22/2014.

AN EF1 TORNADO OCCURRED THURSDAY AFTERNOON MAY 22, 2014 IN MARYDEL DELAWARE...EMBEDDED WITHIN A SWATH OF STRONG STRAIGHT LINE WINDS. MAXIMUM WIND SPEED IS ESTIMATED TO BE 105 MPH AT ITS STRONGEST POINT. INITIAL TOUCHDOWN WAS 449PM AND IT WAS LAST ON THE GROUND AT 451PM.

THIS INFORMATION CAN ALSO BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE AT WEATHER.GOV/PHI.

FOR REFERENCE...THE ENHANCED FUJITA SCALE CLASSIFIES TORNADOES INTO THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

EF0...WIND SPEEDS 65 TO 85 MPH.
EF1...WIND SPEEDS 86 TO 110 MPH.
EF2...WIND SPEEDS 111 TO 135 MPH.
EF3...WIND SPEEDS 136 TO 165 MPH.
EF4...WIND SPEEDS 166 TO 200 MPH.
EF5...WIND SPEEDS GREATER THAN 200 MPH.

WE HAVE RESEARCHED CLIMATOLOGICAL INFORMATION ON TORNADOES IN DELAWARE AND THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME STATISTICS:
A review of the National Climatic Database back to 1950 for the state of Delaware reveals that there have been 48 days of tornado occurrences (64 years into 2014). Only 2 deaths have occurred and those were on July 21, 1983. There have been 74 injuries.

Of those 48 tornado days in the 64-year review period...only 12 of those days had recorded injuries.

There has been 1 tornado per year the last 4 years.

Yesterdays (5/22/14) Marydel. (EF1)
2013 Cooch in New Castle County on June 10 EF0
2012 Wyoming in Kent County on September 3 EF0
2011 Nassau in Sussex County August 27 EF1

Then we have to go back to September 28 2004 at the Wilmington airport where an F2 was documented.

So, no tornadoes were documented in Delaware between 2005 and 2010.

The strongest tornado referenced in the storm database since 1950 was an F3 on April 28, 1961.

The last time there were injuries in Delaware due to a tornado occurrence was July 27, 1994 when 4 were injured in Farmington of Kent County. Three tornadoes occurred that day in Kent County Delaware.

Storm Prediction Center Statistical Analysis for area covering southeastern Pennsylvania...Southern New Jersey...Delaware and Eastern Maryland between 2003 and 2011 indicates tornado occurrence is most common in July with the preponderance of events from mid-afternoon into early evening (3 PM to 8 PM EDT).